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- Complete safety equipment:
- OVP (Overvoltage protection)
- OCP (Overcurrent protection)
- OTP (Over temperature protection)
- SCP (Short circuit protection)
- OPP (Overload protection)

- All notebooks with a USB-C port can be powered using the USB-C Mini chargers.

- Six easy-to-install adapters make it convenient to choose the appropriate adapter for a notebook
model that does not have a USB-C port (Acer, Asus, Dell, HP, Lenovo, Toshiba).*
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GaN PD USB C chargers combine compactness, 
portability, and impressive performance in one device. 
With their sleek design, they easily fit into any bag, 
making the charger the perfect companion for travel, 
business trips, or daily use.

These powerhouses with varying wattage options charge 
USB-C laptop devices in record time. Thanks to advanced 
GaN (Gallium Nitride) technology, these chargers deliver 
incredibly high power and efficiency.

The GaN PD USB C chargers are equipped with five 
integrated protection circuits, ensuring reliable and safe 
operation. This means the device is protected against 
overcurrent, overvoltage, overheating, and short circuits.

The separately available Adapter Tips Set, compatible only 
with the Xilence USB-C Charger, allows for connecting and 
charging additional notebook models with the USB-C 
chargers.

Product specifications

USB-C Mini Notebook charger 67W/100W & Adapter Tips Set
The ideal companion for on the go!

*The adapters are only compatible with the Xilence USB-C Mini Notebook Charger.

GaN USB-C-Charger Mini

67 Watt Mini USB-C Charger

100-240V / 50-60 Hz
5V/9V/12V/15V/20V/20.3V
67 Watt max.
89 x 53 x 31.5mm
1.8m
146g

100 Watt Mini USB-C Charger

100-240V / 50-60 Hz
5V/9V/12V/15V/20V
100 Watt max.
104 x 68 x 32mm
1.8m
257g

XM067C.B
XM018
4044953103689

XMZ_Tips_Set 
XM022 
4044953503726

XM100C.B 
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